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Editor’s Notes …..
The greatest purposes of a philatelic journal
is to permit and encourage the exchange of information. With an on-line journal we are especially
blessed because of full color and also because any
illustration can be greatly enlarged to examine its
details. This ability is particularly advantageous
when we wish to examine forgeries, whether
forged stamps, overprints, or postmarks.
Even experts are fallible. This gives encouragement to those of us who are only the rankest
beginners.
Don’t fail to make use of your computer to
make comparisons at high magnification. Some
stamps are too cheap to expertise but there are still
fakes. Compare the suspect with one that is known
to be genuine—often an on-cover example, maybe
from a reliable on-line source, or from one of your
used duplicates.
And that brings up the question of reliable on
-line sources. Too many auction houses who
should know better, don’t. Better you ask on our
Yahoo forum. A lot of good stuff shows up there.
Some of it will be repeated and enlarged in this
journal.

After we get
the business meeting out of the way
there will be a
“show and tell” session. Bring stamps and covers
of interest—even your latest find on the floor.
Insider Information
There is some interesting stuff in this issue,
sometimes buried at the end of an article. For instance, Aldo Samame notes that many covers from
the Castresana archive appeared in the market,
most of them were “upgraded” with the addition
of a rare cancel. He notes also that many Peruvian
classics with rare cancels are frequently offered by
Ebay, many of them by Argentine dealers. You
won’t get this information everywhere. I, for one,
would like to know more about it.
Web site
Don’t forget our web site. It is one of the best
society web sites going. Check out the on-line exhibits as well as the on-line literature. Much of this
is in the “members only” section. If you are interested in joining, fill out the Membership Application form under the Virtual Library section of our
web site. You can send your membership dues via
Paypal from that page also.

Annual Meeting at StampShow in Richmond
I hope that many of you will be able to come
to Richmond VA for StampShow this August. I’ll
be there. It’s only an hour from home.
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The British Circular Date Stamp Postmark of Callao
(Lamy Type 131)

Aldo Samamé y Samamé
The British postal service
in Peru started in April 1846
with the opening of the British
Post Office at Callao. Since its
opening there were postmarks,
received from England, to be
used on mail sent through this
post office.
The first dated postmark
used by the British Post Office
of Callao had a double circle
with the word “CALLAO” on
the top (fig.1); this postmark
was in use until the first months
of 1864, when a new postmark
was received.
The second dated postmark
used by the British Post Office
of Callao, which is the focus of
this article, was sent from England on February 1st, 1864. It
was a circular postmark with the
word “CALLAO” and four slots
inside the circle; the slot over
“CALLAO” was used to place a
letter, letter “A”, which was always used in this case; the other
slots,
below
the
word
“CALLAO”, were used for the
month, date and year; that were
removable (fig.2).
This article intends to show
the different Sub-types of this
CDS postmark, their sizes and
the periods of use of each of
them.
First, I must mention that
C.
Barrington
Brown,
F.R.P.S.L., read a paper called
“The Postmarks of the British
Consular Post Office at Callao,
Peru” at the Royal Philatelic
Society, London, on October 12,
1952 in which he described the

postmarks used by this office
from its opening until its closure
in 1879. On his inventory this
Callao CDS postmark was identified as Die Nº 5, with two
other similar postmarks -5A and
5B- differing in diameter of the

Fig. 2.
Fig. 1.

circle and in the size of the word
“CALLAO”. Since then almost
nothing new has been published.
This CDS postmark was
mainly stamped on covers
(usually on the back) to show
the date that mail passed
through the British post office;
the C-38 type postmark was
used to cancel stamps at the
British post office. Occasionally
it was used to cancel stamps;
this can be seen on letters given
directly by the sender to the
British post office; without passing through the Peruvian post
office, but bearing Peruvian
stamps according to the postal
regulations of that time. This
postmark was usually applied in
black.
I can confirm that there
were four Sub-types of this CDS
postmark of Callao.
The First one, -Die Nº 5 on
the Barrington Brown inventory
- has a circle diameter of 19mm
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Fig. 3

Fig. 4

and the word CALLAO has
17.5mm width (fig.2).
The Second, -Die Nº 5A in
the same inventory- has a circle
diameter of 19.5mm and the
word CALLAO 16mm wide
(fig.3)
.The Third, -Die Nº 5B- has
a circle diameter of 20.5mm and
the word CALLAO 14.5mm
wide. This postmark can easily
be identified because the circle,
letters and numbers are thicker
than the other Sub-types (fig.4).
The Fourth Sub-type -Die
Nº 3 for Barrington Brown- belongs to the “duplex” postmark
composed by this CDS postmark
and the C-38 postmark; the circle diameter is 19.5mm and the
word CALLAO 16mm wide.
This postmark is similar to the
Second Sub-type (5A), but on

Fig. 5
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Fig. 6. Cover sent from Callao to Colchester (England) with the duplex
postmark, Fourth Sub-type, of the British Post Office of Callao, on August 14th 1874. This is the latest known usage of this rare postmark.

this the circle line and the words
are thinner (fig.5)
.Now, my main interest is
to determine the periods of use
of each Sub-type.
The First Sub-type was sent
from England on February 1st,
1864 (Salvatteci). I have examples of this postmark from April
13, 1864 until May 21, 1866.
The Second Sub-type was
probably sent to Callao on October 30, 1867 accordingly to the
paper of Barrington Brown. For
this postmark I have recorded
usages between July 14, 1869
and October 13, 1877.
The Third Sub-type was
probably sent to Callao on October 23, 1868 accordingly to Barrington Brown. Recorded dates
of the usage of this postmark are
between July 14, 1869 and April
22, 1876.
The Fourth Sub-type was
issued by the British General
Post Office at Callao on March
8, 1870 accordingly to H. C.
Westley and mentioned by Barrington Brown. This “duplex”

postmark was rarely used due
that in those days the main purpose was to cancel the stamps

known (Salvatteci) and I have a
cover dated August 14, 1874
that seems to be the latest date
(fig. 6).
The Second and Third Subtypes were used simultaneously.
I have a couple of covers sent
overseas on July 14, 1869. One
of them, sent from Callao to
USA through Panama, bears a
Second Sub-type postmark canceling a Peruvian one dinero
green stamp (fig.7); the other
cover, sent from Callao to Italy
through England on the mailbag
for Europe shows a Third Subtype postmark, also canceling a
Peruvian one dinero green stamp
(fig.8). It seems that one of the
postmarks was applied to the
letters sent on the mailbag for
Europe, as long as the other

Fig. 7. Cover sent from Callao to Freeport (USA) on July 14th 1869; Second Sub-type postmark. This postmark was used on letters sent to Europe
and USA.

with a good area of ink and the
CDS postmark was not useful
for this, in spite of that a C-38
postmark was joined to the CDS
postmark on the same device.
Examples of this duplex postmark are difficult to find. May
15, 1870 is the earliest date
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postmark was applied to the letters sent on the mailbag for
USA; mailbags sent on the same
day from Callao to Europe and
USA, traveled on the same
steamship as far as to Panama
(Continued on page 7)
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The Inverted 1 Centavo of the Centenary of Independence issue
Henry Marquez
The 1 Centavo Inverted
Center of 1921 is the Classic
Error of Peru’s XX Century issues. The lowest value stamp of
the Independence series of 1921,
the 1 Centavo, was one of the 5
stamps of this issue printed in
two colors. It was intended to
pay postage for cards and open
envelopes within city limits. It
was also used for make up postage. Printed by the American
Bank Note of New York, only 3
sheets for a total of 300 stamps
with the inverted center error
were issued. Probably half of
them have survived to our
days which puts the world supply count pretty much at the
numbers of the Medio Peso Red
error of 1858. But does it match
the price of this expensive 19th
century stamp?
Usually found as unused
singles hinged, it can be purchased for around $250.- (Dec
2009) versus a $2,500 to $3,000
for a Medio Peso Red. Bustamante’s catalog of 1981, mentions that used samples affixed
to mourning covers exist. In the
late
1980s I saw two of such
covers in a private collection in
Lima, the same person had 2
other used singles, all of them
cancelled with Lima Principal
CDS.
The largest multiple recorded is an unused block of six,
lot #3064 of the LeBow collection sale in 1994 bv Siegel Auction Galleries. At that time this
block was sold for $1,300.- I
knew a couple of stamp dealers

in Lima who had
holdings of around
10 copies each;
they rarely offered
them for sale, both
of these dealers
considered that the
10% of the market
value of the Medio
Peso red did not
make justice to the
inverted center
stamp. Obviously,
factors such as
market demand
and availability
were not taken into
consideration by
these two dealers,
focusing both on
the absolute numFig. 1. Authentic Inverted Center error
ber of copies available in our days.
fact that should not be igCherrystone Galleries had
nored. Lastly, and this should
a couple of unused 1 Centavo
not surprise many people, forinverted center samples for sale
geries do exist. Actually a fabrion their past auction of Novemcated inverted center made with
ber 2009 (lots #4408 & 4409).
the original stamp.
They sold for $240 and $290
respectively. Occasionally a
At the Sunday’s stamp
copy for sale shows up on eBay. swap meetings in Lima at the
Main Post office patio (a “must”
In the
weekly philatelic event in Lima
last couple of years I have
in the 1970s to 1990’s and still
seen two, closing with a final
today) I met the person who fabprice around $250.- level.
ricated them. He didn’t do them
Watching auction catalogs,
to defraud anyone, giving his
dealers, and eBay offerings, one
disclaimer that they were fabrican assert that this error doesn’t
cated – not the real error
appear very often to the market.
stamp. He just made them for
In the last 10+ years I’ve
“fun” I guess. He was actually
personally seen more Medio
pretty up front saying that he
Pesos red for sale than the 1
could make them fairly quickly,
Centavo Inverted error. While
and never charged even a penny
this situation does not necessarfor his “work of art.”
ily imply greater rarity, it is a
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Fig. 2. left: Fabricated Inverted center. Notice the circle frame interrupted, sign left by the sanding. Right: detail

The procedure involved
two legitimate stamps. One of
them was rubbed down on the
front center with a very fine
sandpaper piece cut in a shape,
approximately, 1/3 smaller than
the center itself. He affixed this
to the end of a fine stick for easy
manipulation. For the second
stamp the rubbing procedure
was similar but from the back of
the stamp, this time to thin the
paper to almost translucent consistency, once at this stage, he
cut the center with a one-hole
punch (he had one that fit the
center exactly), once separated,

the circular piece with the center
was affixed to the front of the
first stamp using egg-white.
Amazingly, I’ve seen several of this “fabricated copies”
survived soaking in water without the two pieces falling
apart. Of course the rubbing of
the front, almost always left
some signs on the circular framing that surrounds the image of
Liberator Jose De San Martin,
so a closer examination will reveal the manipulation.
Furthermore, original copies have the center image a bit

Write for Trencito2
Guys, I need copy.
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towards the left side of the
stamp, the “fabricated ones”
usually do not.
Lastly, being the “Classic
Error” of Peru’s XX Century, I
believe that this stamp is undervalued, and while probably will
never reach the levels of the Medio Peso Red, I would consider
its fair market value around the
$500 to $600 level for unused,
and $1,000 for legitimate used
copies.
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More on the Yanaoca Postmark
Aldo Samamé y Samamé
The town of Yanaoca has existed since colonial period, specifically since the 16th century. It is
located about 130 Km south of the city of Cusco
in the current District Canas, Espinar province,
Department of Cusco. It has many near towns as
Tinta, Checacupe and Tungasuca. Tupac Amaru II
started in Yanaoca his rebellion against Spanish
domination on November 4, 1780.
Regarding the Yanaoca postmark, I agree
with Al Houed’s response to Mr. Emsing’s article.
In the book “Peru – Obliteraciones Postales 18571873”, by Lamy & Rinck, the town of Yanaoca is
listed as a postal administration created on 1870;.
A genuine example of the Yanaoca oval cancel is
shown in fig. 1 on a stamp of the 1866 issue which
was regularly used into 1876.
In 1870 the red Dinero stamp was out of circulation; therefore based on this fact, we can deduce that the stamp showed by Mr. Emsing bears a
forged Yanaoca postmark.
The stamps with Yanaoca postmark, identified by Al Houed as forgeries, the red Dinero
stamp on Mr. Emsing’s article and the green Dinero stamp on Mr. Houed’s article, show some
similarities. Both postmarks were applied well
centered on the middle of the stamps, both are
over inked, and finally the ink color of both exam-

Fig. 1. Yanaoca oval on the
1874 printing.

ples is similar but
different to common ink colors
used normally on
that time. All of
this is very strange
for a couple of
stamps that were
not in use at the
same time. It
seems that the
forger didn’t pay

attention to this detail.
The stamp with Yanacoa postmark showed
on Mr. Emsing’s article should be a forgery as
there is no city known with this name, nor is an
abbreviation of another city as was suggested by
Brian Moorhouse. Nevertheless, this postmark
does have a similar color and texture as those used
on the same period; furthermore, the red Dinero
stamp on which it was applied belongs to those
printed in 1867, that is the last printing contract,
that were in use until mid of 1869. This one is a
very dangerous and well-done forgery, with the
exception of the circulation period of the stamp
and the wording error, “Yanacoa” instead of
“Yanaoca.”

(Continued from page 4)

where mailbags were redirected
to their final destinations.
I have seen Second Sub-type
postmark applied on letters sent
to Europe and USA, and Third
Sub-type postmark only on letters
sent to Europe.
Fig. 8. Cover sent from Callao to
Genoa (Italy) on July 14th 1869;
Third Sub-type postmark. This
postmark has been seen only on
letters sent to Europe.
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“Paid at” Postmarks
Aldo Samamé y Samamé
In his article Mr. Emsing asks if the postBased on these facts, it is impossible to find a
marks “Paid at Paita” and “Paid at Pisco” illus- “Paid at” postmark over any stamp issued after
trated in his article are forgeries or not. The an- 1865, such is the case of the One Dinero green.
swer is simple: both are forgeries. Let’s see why.
Moreover, many stamps and covers have
“Paid at” postmarks were
used at almost all British Consular Offices that opened in
Peru, and their purpose was to
show that required postage to
send the letter overseas was
paid in cash at the British Post
Office. Their usage started in
1850 and ended in 1865 when
the Peruvian government authorized the usage of British
stamps to show that British
Fig. 2. “Paid at Callao” Handstamp in red on 1864 letter to Hong Kong.
postage had been done in cash
at the consulates of this counbeen altered by the addition of “rare postmarks” to
try in Peru.
increase
their value. A well known fact among
Few covers and singles bearing “Paid at”
Classic
Peru
philatelists is to be very suspicious of
postmarks are known. In my collection I have one
such
stamps
cancelled with more than one cancel
cover with a One Dinero blue of 1860 with a “Paid
at Callao” in red, sent from Lima to Cadiz (Spain) where one of them is rare, to date, almost none of
on April 27, 1860. The cover has a 2/6 (2s 6d) such samples have been proved to be legit.
manuscript to indicate the rate to carry this letter
This double-postmark situation is the case of
both “Paid at” stamps shown in Mr. Emsing’s artito Spain (fig. 1).
Another cover, from Lima to Hong Kong, is cle, which also shown the typical gray-black ink
illustrated in Lamy’s book (enclosure between color characteristic of many well known falsificapages 94 & 95) bearing the same crowned “Paid at tions.
Callao” postmark in red over a One Dinero red
Towards the end of the 1980s, after the passstamp and a manuscript 2/11 (2 Sh. / 11d.) plus a ing of a well-known Peruvian stamp dealer, many
of these covers from the Castresana archive ap1d. tax marking (fig. 2).
peared in the market, most of
them were “upgraded” with
the addition of a rare cancel.
Finally, by checking eBay,
one can’t stop noticing that
many Peruvian classic stamps
with rare cancels are offered
frequently, most of those are
f or ge r i e s . Int e r e s t i n gl y
enough, most of them also
come from sellers in Argentina.
Fig. 1. “Paid at Callao” in red on 1860 letter from Lima to Spain.
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Virtual meeting
place of
philatelists
interested
in stamps and
postal history of
Peru

2010 Annual Meeting
Saturday August 14 - 12 noon
Conference room B18
At APS Stampshow
Richmond, Virginia.
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